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Abstract  

The conception and main directions of creating 
a new technology for avionics are considered. 
This technology is focused on approaches, de-
mands, criteria, techniques, tools and materials 
for certification, which allow designing and 
producing avionics with architectural solutions 
based on essential redundancy of hardware and 
software. Parry of any airborne equipment fail-
ure assumes to be automatic by means of system 
reconfiguration using criteria of functionality 
loss minimizing. Therefore, a traditional hu-
man-aided service of equipment (disassembling, 
rebuilding and assembling) has to be realized at 
the time of routine maintenance only or, in the 
limit, has not to be realized during the life cycle 
of an aircraft. 

This work is supported by RFBR, grant No 09-
08-13564-офи_ц. 

1 Problem Statement 
Strategic Research Agenda (SRA), which was 
published in October 2004, contains in-depth 
analysis of different scenarios for evolution of 
European aviation, as well as proclaims the 
main impacts and strategic importance of air 
transport in Europe [1]. 

So, the third and the fourth impacts are: 
Safety with goals –  

• reduction of the accident rate by 80 %, 
• reduction in human error and its conse-

quences. 
Air Transport System efficiency with goals – 

• to enable the Air Transport System to 
accommodate 3 times more aircraft 
movements by 2020 compared with 
2000, 

• to reduce the time spent by passengers in 
airports to under 15 minutes for short-
haul flights and to under 30 minutes for 
long-haul, 

• to enable 99 % of flights to arrive and 
depart within 15 minutes of their adver-
tised scheduled departure time, in all 
weather conditions. 

These wordings imply some dispute: safety in-
creasing demands more time for preflight action 
but commercial efficiency demands to shorten 
one. 

Achievement of mentioned goals must be 
bear on balanced using of different resources 
including commercial, political and technologi-
cal ones. 

At the same time the great shot of airlines’ 
recurrent expenses is an aircraft operation cost 
[2]. Now world airlines are spending more than 
$40 billion to suspect own aircraft fleet, where 
average expenses for operational availability 
take 20 % of sum total. 

Facts mentioned above underline the ur-
gency of finding cardinal ways to reduce both 
time and cost of aircraft maintenance including 
avionics maintenance [3]. 

So, a part of the NASA Aviation Safety 
Program, which is known as the project “Inte-
grated Vehicle Health Management – IVHM”, 
deals with developing tools and technologies to 
detect, diagnose, predict and mitigate adverse 
events occurring during the flight of an aircraft 
[4]. The technologies are developed with the 
intent of contributing to IVHM systems of the 
next generation aircraft. The full packet includes 
six bits: S – on-board health management sys-
tems, W – in-flight warnings to crew, R – sys-
tem control reconfiguration, M – aircraft main-
tenance decision support, D – develop and sus-
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tain systems and T – advance technology. 
Some goals and approaches (but not all) of 

the named project are similar to goals and ap-
proaches of this one, but for all that the authors 
of this work call attention to another view on the 
problem Safety + Maintenance.   

2 Faces of Avionics of Zero Maintenance 
Equipment 

Here it is proposed to change cardinally the 
conception of airborne electronics build-up. 
Principal essential components including level 
of microelectronics development, communica-
tion facilities and scientific achievements in 
area of automatic localization and parry failures 
in real time are ready to such changing.  

One of a number of primary characteristic 
features of the new conception is realization of 
regular flight exploitation an aircraft fleet on the 
assumption of airborne system faultinesses be-
ing saved up in permissible limits. 

This conception assumes presence and us-
ing on an aircraft board the following six com-
ponents: 

A. Reliable (faultless) airborne network 
with probability of failure in flight not 
more than 10-12 

A distributed network with a number of uni-
formed computation modules (UCMs) is as-
sumed. Such UCM must be designed under per-
spective requirement specifications, possess in-
ternal operated redundancy and be produced on 
basis of modern technology “System on a 
Chip”. It is supposed that combination a few 
UCMs and signal processors gives a platform to 
information handling on the whole. If area of 
application UCM is too big, utilization of failure 
UCM may be preferable than repairing.     

B. Element wise redundancy of airborne 
equipment   

It is assumed that in the future all functional 
(spatially segregated) systems have to contain 
“inside” a redundant number of independent 
sensors or execution units in combination with 
necessary controllers. Computing and commu-
nication facilities, which provides by UCMs, are 
“outside” of these systems in terms of priorities: 

these units are firstly elements of an airborne 
network and then parts of functional systems. 

C. Advanced systems for gathering and ge-
neralization information about airborne 
equipment functioning for analysis dur-
ing flight and taxi 

It is assumed that airborne equipment will con-
tain possible (physically feasible) built-in test-
ing. Signals of corresponding units will be used 
for ground aids and firstly for urgent decisions 
in the interests of system reconfiguration and 
crew operation.  

D. High-performance algorithms for search  
(localization) observed and unobserved 
failures  

It is assumed that all airborne systems both ac-
cessible and inaccessible to built-in testing are 
checked with help of high-performance algo-
rithms of “inverse logic”, which based on using 
of logic models for propagation of failure in the 
system. Such algorithms must be added with 
algorithms of current analysis of system func-
tioning efficiency, with allow optimizing of a 
system structure in real time. 

E. Algorithms for profound reconfiguration 
of airborne systems on basis of element 
wise redundancy of functional systems 
and dual redundancy of an airborne 
network  

It is assumed that results of failure localization 
will be used to make decision about exception 
(replacement) of failure airborne elements with-
out or with minimal degradation of complex 
functionality. At the same time an element wise 
replacement allows achieving a high level of 
flight readiness under low surplus weight and 
expenses. The double redundancy of an airborne 
network (elements on a chip and chips in an air-
borne network) is planned to be used. 

F. Systems and channels for distribution in-
formation about flight situation for the 
sake of making a timely decision   

It is assumed that in any case a digital channel 
must be used to deliver operative information to 
the ground personnel for preparation extraordi-
nary arrangements if it is necessary. 
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Definition: Zero Maintenance Equipment 
(ZME) is such airborne equipment that has been 
designed to recondition itself automatically 
without personnel in a given time. 

3 Advantages for Producers and Carriers 
The suggested conception allows achieving the 
following advantages: 

for instrument-making companies: 
 traditional division of applied tasks of air-
borne complex, 

 universality, scalability and flexibility of 
computing facilities, 

 certified high reliability and safety, 
 supporting of multi-type interfaces, 
 external reservation and reconfiguration for 
specific systems; 

for aircraft construction companies: 
 expected cost reduction for airborne electron-
ics, 

 substantial widening of functional capability, 
 getting an hardware and software platform to 
satisfy actual and perspective requirements 

(including advanced version of Integrated 
Modular Avionics – IMA);  

for airlines: 
 reduction of service expenses for airborne 
equipment, 

 possibility for realize more compact flight 
schedules, 

 accessibility of aerodromes with poor ground 
equipment. 

4  Feasible Direction:  Airborne  Network  

4.1 Network Structure  
A structure of airborne complex with spatially 
segregated and information integrated systems 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

Here are a number of universal airborne 

Computers with Operated Redundancy (COR) 
produced as a System on a Chip (SoC).  

Spatially  
segregated  
and infor-
mation inte-
grated sys-
tems 

COR’s tasks, which are referred to second 
plan: two CORs or systems on basis of CORs 
are used as central cores of the complex (for left 
and right boards) and others are used in segre-
gated systems for specialized functions. In ex-
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Fig. 1. Assumed Structure of Airborne Complex for the Day After Tomorrow. 
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treme case all CORs are the same and can be 
replaced either physically or with help of pro-
gram controllers. 

4.2 Structure of an Investigated Computer 
with Operated Redundancy 
A variant of computer with operated redun-
dancy, which has been designed and investi-
gated in the frame of this project, is shown in 
Fig. 2.  

 
The following abbreviations are used in this fig-
ure: IU stands for an Interface Unit, CU stands 
for a Computing Unit, and MU stands for a 
Multiplex Unit. Additional letter combinations 
stand for either entry or outlet parts of Interface 
Units. Numerals are used to name dubbed or 
four times reproduced identical units. 

Such structure realizes the communication 
principle “each to each” as applied to units of 
COR. Combination of bimodal majority check-
ing with threshold checking that are complied 
by every CU allows achieving the required reli-
ability level of COR.  

4.3 Estimated Economic Consequences for a 
Real Complex  
Economical preeminence of an airborne net-
work with CORs (only!) has been estimated on 
basis of existent procedures with reference to an 
aircraft Il-114. In this connection, annual ex-
penses supposed to consist of an airborne net-
work cost per year, a cost of repair packing lo-
cated in all air bases and airports, costs of spe-

cial tool sets and a wages fund for a mainte-
nance staff. 

The result shown in Table 1 holds true if 
fleet contains 50 aircrafts, air tracks include 25 
airports, and ground equipment is distributed 
among 5 air bases. 

Table 1. Estimated expenses. 

Type of an 
airborne 
network 

Cost ratio: 
Repair packing 

vs. 
Onboard network 

Expenses ratio: 
Annual service 

vs. 
Purchase of sets 

Traditional  1.02 1.68 
Suggested  0.04 0.30 
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System outlet  

Signals  
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Fig. 2. Structure of COR. 

So, if one limits himself to using of CORs 
in his airborne network (without other suggested 
decisions) he will achieve five or six fold reduc-
tion of annual expenses for a network service. 

5 Feasible Direction:  Fault Localization  

5.1 Scheme of Active Safety System  
Igor Schagaev seems to be the first who has be-
gun using the T-logic apparatus [5, 6] for de-
scription of safety processes in aviation [7, 8]. 

Later algorithms of Forward and Reverse 
Tracings based on static logic models as applied 
to active safety in aviation were published [9]. 
Then an approach with dynamic models (di-
rected graphs) was described [10, 11]. 

A generalized scheme of Active Safety 
System taken from [12] is shown on Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. ONBASS Conceptual Scheme. 
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as well as gracefulness of degradation of the 
system (here an aircraft) when the full recovery 
is impossible. Diagnostic and test hardware 
units provide automatic on-board and on-ground 
supportive reliability tests. 

5.2 Mathematical Apparatus 
The problem is described by the following: to 
implement a procedure of search (localization) a 

faulty element assuming multiple faults of air-
craft equipment and using a mixed oriented 
graphs approach. 

Additionally the difference between ele-
ment faults and functional faults is implied. The 

last ones are the consequence of element faults 
and describe degradation of flight functions. 
However some element faults might not be fol-
lowed by functional faults. In other cases func-
tional faults present if the defined combinations 
of element faults exist while each element fault 
does not cause any functional fault separately. 

Two processes are emphasized: detection 
of consequences that might lead to safety degra-
dation of an aircraft and localization of a fault 

reason – i.e. a source of a fault manifesting with 
logic and time latency. 

These processes are provided with direct 
and inverse logics accordingly. It is assumed 
that any node of a graph has different logic op-
erators at its input and output. Suitable logic ta-
bles for two logic operators OR and AND look 
like Table 2 and 3. 

Note that some logical combinations are 
not defined, in the two last lines of Table 2 this 

is presented by red letter N. 
Absence of some formulae in Table 2 cre-

ates conflict situations in Table 3. When conflict 
occurs, using this logic forces to exclude up 
nearest branching (and corresponding fault hy-

pothesis). 

5.3 Models for Fault Propagation and Fault 
Localization 
Models for description both spreading and lo-
calization of failures based on logic shown in 
Table 2 and 3 are very specific. Short form of 
equation for spreading failures looks alike fol-
lowing 

Table 3. Inverse Logic  
Symbol Name Formulae 

iORi 
inversion 

«OR» at the 
input 

1=1+1 1=1+0 1=1+* 1=0+1 0=0+0 *=0+* 1=*+1 *=*+0 *=*+* 

iANDi 
inversion 
«AND» at 
the input 

1=1×1 0=1×0 *=1×* 0=0×1 0=0×0 0=0×* *=*×1 0=*×0 *=*×* 

iORo 
inversion 
«OR» at 

the output 
conflict 1+0=1 conflict 0+1=1 0+0=0 0+*=* conflict *+0=* *+*=* 

iANDo 
inversion 
«AND» at 
the output 

1×1=1 conflict conflict 0×1=0 0×0=0 0×*=0 *×1=* conflict *×*=* 

Table 2. Direct Logic  
Symbol Name Formulae 

«OR» at 
the input ORi 1+1=1 1+0=1 1+*=1 0+1=1 0+0=0 0+*=* *+1=1 *+0=* *+*=* 

«AND» at 
the input 

0×1=0 0×0=0 0×*=0 *×1=* *×0=0 *×*=* ANDi 1×1=1 1×0=0 1×*=* 

«OR» at 
the output ORo 1=1+1 1=1+0 1=1+* 1=0+1 0=0+0 *=0+* 1=*+1 *=*+0 *=*+* 

«AND» at 
the output 

0=0×* *=*×1 *=*×0ANDo 1=1×1 1=1×0 1=1×* 0=0×1 0=0×0 *=*×* 
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)()1( kxMkx =+ ,  )()( kxEky =

where  is a system state vector with triple 
values of components before iteration of an ex-
pansion process (“0” stands for absence of a 
fault, “1” stands for existence of a fault, its ma-
nifestation or influence, “*” stands for 

)(kx

 
anuncertain state),  is a vector with 
triple values of components after iteration. 
Number of component codes physical content 
and relation to category: fault, manifestation or 
internal variable. 

)1( +kx

A binary “matrix” M realizes the direct 
logic of failure spreading from Table 2 and 
looks like traditional matrices but in fact such 
construction is not a matrix in strict sense. The 
problem rises up from features of its rows and 
columns, which by definition connect with input 
and output logics for each node of a system 
graph. Everyone may make sure that such con-
struction is not an algebra object since it does 
not save the initial feature after multiplication.  

The last fact follows by the rule that for-
mula for k steps 

)0(...)(
tims

xMMMkx
k
43421

=  

where  is an initial state vector, cannot be 
convert by multiplication of M. Rules for this 
«matrix» are described in [11].  

)0(x

A binary “matrix” E realizes a manifesta-
tion of a failure. A structure of this matrix is 
chosen under supposition that value “*” in a 
vector  is equal to value “1”. )(kx

A corresponding inversed logic model 
without accounting of uncertainty looks alike 

)0()0( T yEx =) , )τ(inv)1τ( xMx )) =+  

where 
 
is an inverse “matrix” M , which 

realizes the inverse logic from Table 3, 
Minv

)τ(x)

 
is 

an estimation of a vector , τ is a number of 
steps in inverse direction, T is symbol of matrix 
transposition.  

)(kx

5.4 Localization Procedure 
It is assumed that faults might be both simple 
(single fault) and complex (multiple faults). The 
only limitation assumption introduced here is in 

fact that fault does not change during algorithm 
action. On the whole a procedure of inversed 
transformation contains three steps: 

Firstly, on basis of an observable manifes-
tation vector  the created algorithm forms 
estimated value 

)0(y
)0(x)  for the whole vector of 

state  of the system (logic variables of all 
the nodes in the graph). Common rules applied 
are: elements of the vector 

)0(x

)0(x)  are assigned 
values  

“0” when a corresponding element is work-
ing certified;  

“1” when a corresponding element is not 
working certified;  

“*” when a state is undefined, a state of the 
element is impossible to determine using 
observable manifestation of faults. 

A formal algorithm for this action is de-
scribed with help of a formula 

{ } μ)0()0( T
μ

REyEx +=)  

where curly brackets denote a set of indistin-
guishable solutions, generated by variation of a 
vector μ of dimension En rank−  with elements 
presented as *; RE  is a right divider of zero for 
a matrix E with maximum rank, i.e. a matrix of 
dimension )rank( Enn −×  with maximum rank, 
for which the following condition stays:  

0=REE . 

Secondly, using the “matrix” , back-
ward sequence (tracing) of fault influence are 
determined with help of a recurrent formula 

Minv

( )( )( )
44444 344444 21

)
K

)

timsτinv usingrepeat 

μμ )}0({invinvinv)}τ({
M

xMMMx =  

that can't be converted (presented as an alge-
braic equation) due to mentioned non-algebraic 
character of an -table structure. Number 
of iterations is selected either using a stop con-
dition for transformation of a state vector 

Minv

)τ()1τ( XX =+ , or by limiting some value 
maxτ=τ .  

Thirdly, the potential faulty elements are 
defined by «1» values in the vector. «0» at the 
positions of the elements defines correct ele-
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ments of vector of state. Presence of «*» defines 
the group of elements in the system that using 
existing information about possible faults and a 
structure of elements connection do not provide 
enough certainty about a fault or correctness.  

6 Feasible Direction: Current Analysis of 
System Functioning Efficiency 

The common concept of failure is not applicable 
to such compound system as, for example, a na-
vigation system because an inner changing of 
their structure follows by not functional failure 
but some degradation of performance. 

Technical condition of a navigation system 
is defined by an Indicator of Functioning Effi-
ciency (IFE), which is an integral indicator de-
pended on reliability, accuracy and adaptive 
property of its components. It is a probability of 
execution of navigation function with required 

accuracy [13]. Thus decrease IFE lower a given 
level is fixed as a condition close by failure. 

An example of current estimation of Func-
tioning Efficiency of a navigation system for a 
modern helicopter is shown in Fig. 4.  

Algorithms for diagnosis of a navigation 
system have to be conjugated to its regular algo-
rithms as well as to solve the following tasks: 

 determination of an error level of adjus-
tors and autonomous navigation devices, 

 determination of navigation system con-
dition with reference to different decomposition 
levels, 

 estimation of transition rates with refer-
ence to different decomposition levels, 

 estimation of absolute probability for the 
all possible conditions of a navigation system 
for every mode of operation, 

 checking of sufficient condition for bal-
ance in terms of IFE, 

 determination of reasons of IFE imbal-
ance. 

Positive balance of a navigation system in 
terms of functioning efficacy is defined as its 
safety margin or accuracy margin on operating 
period until the next servicing, repair or writing 
off. 

To determine reasons of IFE imbalance the 

method of automated estimation and diagnosis 
of navigation system functioning is created. 
This method is based on a Multilevel Discrete 
Model (MDM) and consists of three stages:  

Fig. 4. Result of Current Analysis of Navigation System Functioning Efficiency.  

i. decomposition of functioning process as 
far as aggregates (top-down),  

ii. numerical estimation of functioning 
(down-top), 
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iii. determination of imbalance reasons (top-
down). 

7 Conclusion 
The core of future vehicle-borne systems as-
sumes to process information for observable (in 
portion of a system that contains built-in self-
tests) and unobservable (in portion of a system 
that does not contain ones) failures. These con-
cern both an onboard data-processing network 
and other parts of vehicle (engine, fuselage, 
landing gear, etc.). Another version of onboard 
system analysis looks alike analysis of system 
functioning efficiency. 

The information processing results immedi-
ate reconfiguration under the assumption that 
well-founded redundancy exists.  

Reconfiguration realized both inside every 
chip and in scale of an airborne complex over-
all, is aimed to obtain the acceptable operational 
characteristics on condition that faults of ele-
ments, channels or systems are accumulated; 
and repairing either is deferred until a scheduled 
operation or is taken away.  

Analysis has shown that only using a new 
reliable airborne network, which realizing prin-
ciples of zero maintenance equipment, allows 
achieving five or six fold reduction of annual 
expenses of airlines for a network service. 

Using of methods and technologies of cur-
rent estimation and diagnosing of functioning 
efficiency of compound onboard systems is ex-
pected to be a baseline for the new run technol-
ogy of zero maintenance airborne equipment. 

Specific monitoring assumes existence of 
an automatic digital communication channel 
between an aircraft and some ground environ-
ment. This function allows airlines and aircraft 
producers to be informed in time about devel-
opment of failure. 
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